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range biteouts, can cause an entire ACF to be lost.
You can examine the situation in the ACFs of any SuperDARN radar using the new
RAWACF plotting tool available at http://vt.superdarn.org/ via the Interactive Plotting
menu. Stepping through the ACFs for a given radar/time(beam) selection, you might see
that obviously good lags were flagged as bad by the normal badlags routine (open
squares) while obvious bad lags got past the routine, although they were subsequently
flagged as bad by the more_badlags routine (open triangles).
Figure 2 illustrates what is happening. This shows an ACF from range gate 12, i.e., one
of the biteout range gates in Figure 1. The lags count from 0 to 24 with misses at 6 and
23. The normal badlags routine is applied first and makes identifications of bad lags for
two causes: (i) receiver blanking (RB) or pulse overlap, which is predictable, inevitable,
and indicated by open squares, and, (ii) crossrange interference (CRI) which is more
variable, may be absent entirely, and indicated by open triangles. (The flagging as bad
for CRI is not a concern for us here.) Next, the more_badlags routine is applied. This
checks for empirical “bad shape” ACFs and identifies additional lags as bad using open
triangles. In the example of Figure 2 you can see that lag 2 has been improperly
identified as bad for RB (with an open square) by the normal badlags routine, while lags
4 and 5 should have been flagged as bad for RB by the normal badlags routine but were
not (no open squares). It was left to the more_badlags routine to flag lags 4 and 5 as bad
(with open triangles) because the power associated with these lags fell below the noise
floor. In fact, the power was practically zero because the receiver was blanked for
transmitter pulses. The normal badlags routine should have flagged these lags as bad in
the first place with open squares and removed them from further consideration. But it did
not do so, with the result that more_badlags concluded that the ACF goes below the
noise floor because of the low power in two consecutive lags (4 and 5) and n off all
he lag af e lag 4. (Observe that we have only open symbols indicating bad lags after
lag 4.) The end result is that we do not have enough (4 or more) lags to perform a fit with
FITACF and we get a blank at this range gate despite good data.
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Figure 5. RTI plot for the data from Figure 1 with corrected lagfr.

Summar
An incorrect setting of the receiver dela in the radar control software causes
misalignment of receiver sampling which results in range error and erroneous good/bad
lag determinations in the ACFs. One result is the blanking of returns from certain range
gates. Additional errors on the data products derived from the ACFs are incurred. The
range is also in error.
Ho to Diagnose/Fi
If ou are seeing these biteouts on our radar, it is fairl eas to determine whether an
error in the setting of the receiver dela is the cause b following a few steps.
1. Identif

a time period with biteouts (looking into ground scatter during a

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

normalscan period is probably the easiest way to do this)
Plot the ACF for this time period (VT/RAWACF plotting tool)
Find the ACF for a range gate with a biteout
Identify which lags are clearl affected by receiver blanking (extremely low signal)
a. If all of these are marked ad bad by the normal badlag routine (open
squares in the plot), then you probably have a different problem
b. if all of these are not marked as bad by the normal badlag routine, then
receiver delay error is most likely is your problem
Search through neighboring range gates to find one where the normal badlag
routine has marked as bad all of the lags you identified as bad in your biteout
range gate
a. This is your range gate offset (it is possible to have a negative offset)
Reprocess your data with prm.lagfr adjusted to its corrected value (lagfr +
offset*smsep) and with prm.frang adjusted to its corrected value (frang +
offset*smsep*.15)
If the biteouts are gone, then congratulations, you have identified the source of
the problem
Now you will need to find out when the problem started. You might then choose to
change the prm.lagfr and prm.frang in your RAWACF files for the entire affected
time period and reprocess these into FITACF files. However, this leaves all your
distributed files in error (See Notes #3 below)
To solve the problem permanently, go into your ROS and change the delay to the
correct delay.

How to go into the ROS and correct the dela
The procedure for making the correction will depend on your version of ROS.
You can find the digital receiver driver software in:
~/code/src.bin/radarqnx4/drivers/
for a radar running ROS.1.XX. In this directory you ll need to go into the directory of the
driver that your radar is running. In order to determine this, look at the contents of the
start.driver script located in the ~/script/ directory. The uncommented line will tell you
which driver directory to go into. Here, we ll go into the gc214if.1.24 directory and find a
main.c file.
Within the main.c file you ll want to look for a section of code that looks like:

if (decimation<8){
decimation=8;
#ifdef LOGERROR
tod=time(NULL);
fprintf(gcerrf, "Decimation too small: %s\n",ctime(&tod));
#endif

/* Now that the decimation is known, the sample delay through
the receiver card can be calculated. This is based on the delay
through the receiver as defined in the GC4016 manula on pg. 25.
*/
Tdelay=decimation*(2.5+0.5*23+63+14)/Fsamp;
smpdl F=Tdela *freqout;
smpdl F+=(Trise*freqout);
smpdl AB=(int)ceil(smpdl F)+1; /* The added 1 is an output delay */
/* the +1 was added after data analysis at VT lab by AJR, Pasha, KTS, JMR
revision from late Dec. 2011, commented 17Jan2012 KTS */

/* If the decimation is greater than 3104, then the gain through
the CIC decimator will be greater than 1 if MIX20 is not disabled
and shift is not reduced. A gain of greater than 1 in the CIC
will overflow the output of the CIC, clipping either I, Q, or both
if the input signal is large. The following routines calculates when
this condition may occur and prevent it by setting MIX20 and shift
appropriately (see pages 8,39 in the GC4016 Manual
*/
/* Following analysis yields values for digital receiver operating
parameters:
Decimation = 3797
shift=0
scale=2

*******************
You may also see a line such as smpdlyF+=##; just after the smpdlyF+=(Trise*freqout)
line where ## is some number. This number will control the sample delay, but it can
also be more directly controlled in the last bolded line. The change in this example
occurred in this last bolded line as originally it used a 3 but, this value was changed to a
+1 when it was found the delay needed to be increased by 4.

No e :
1) This problem was first diagnosed in software at Saskatchewan by Dieter and Pasha.
They also conducted hardware tests on their receivers. Testing in hardware is advisable.
2) At Saskatchewan, which is running ROS 1.20, the error was one range gate. They
made the correction to their control software on July 1, 2011. They reprocessed their
previous rawacf files with corrections to prm.lagfr and prm.frang. Now their rawacf files
are correct for receiver delay but inconsistent with those for Saskatchewan that are in
general distribution. At Blackstone, the files generated beginning in October 2011 had a
range gate error of four. The problem was corrected in the control software in December
2011. However, the general distribution Blackstone files from before the correction (and
those available on our server) still have the error. Possibly the error has occurred at
other radars.
3) Question for the PIs: What to do? Should we go back and fix the prm settings in all
the affected rawacf files or pass this information in the hdw.dat files?

